
CLIPSENING                                                                                          Listening through videoclips       

Video #035: Why Foster a Dog

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tuIAWu7hm_k&app=desktop 

Level: 1-2 Bach Variety: American

Student name: ____________________________________ Group: _______ Date: _________

Objectives:

 vocabulary expansion

 development of values such as animal compassion and volunteering

BEFORE (5') Activity 1. Complete the following definitions with the words in the box.

crate – volunteer – foster – buddy – fence – wagon – shelter 

a. A  _______________ is a vehicle with four wheels used for transporting heavy things.

b. A _______________ is a large box or cage.

c. A _______________ is a structure which divides two areas of land.

d. A _______________ a person who does something without being forced or paid to do it.

e. _______________ means providing a home or care to a child or pet usually for a limited time

f. A _______________ is a synonym of friend.

g. A _______________ is a building designed to give protection.

LISTENING (10') Activity 2. Are the following sentences TRUE or FALSE?

a. Sandy is the secretary in Little Rock Animal Village Shelter. True / False

b. Just a few people can be a foster, there are two many requirements. True / False

c. A crate is an excellent tool when fostering pups. True / False

d. The foster responsibilities are: feed, love and bring back the dog. True / False

e. Sassy is leaving on Tuesday for her new home. True / False

f. Nancy has been fostering dogs for three years. True / False

g. According to Nancy, dogs know something is going on the day

    they are travelling to meet their forever families. True / False

h. There are two main reasons to foster a dog. True / False

AFTER (5') Activity 3. Imagine you want to foster a dog during the summer but your parents 

don't agree. How could you convince them? Tell us some ideas. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tuIAWu7hm_k&app=desktop

